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Stepping ahead
to a new beginning

W.

*During Military training, cadets must
experience different techniques both
indoors and outdoors (above). *At the
beginning of the year, LTCTaranto and
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c/Maj. Herman meet on campus and
discuss corps matters. Later in the
year, Herman acquired permant lieutenant colonel rank (right).

Cadets
Find That
Privileges
And
People
Help

Stepping ahead to a new
beginning starts when a cadet takes his first step onto
campus. He is forced to
make a transition from his
public, civilian lifestyle to a
private, military lifestyle.
Such a step begins with
giving up the television, the
phone, friends—female, especially—and free time.
Once on campus, the
sturcutre forces the new beginning.
In the new lifestyle, the
cadet begins to redefine his
life. He learns to use his best
discipline to earn privileges
such as using the pay
phones, going to the snack
bar, or taking a permit.

The changes a cadet steps
through are not always just
in his personal lifestyle, but
they also are in his definition of friendship.
When assigned to a
room, the cadet is also assigned to a roommate. For
many cadets, a roommate
is a new experience. The
roommate can help relieve
tension on days when he is
lonely or needs help keeping the room inspection
ready.
The roommate is only
one new friend. There are
also the Rat, recruit-at-training, friend. This is the new
cadet who comes in for their
first year on campus. The

experiences of the rats usually bond these young men
together in a unique manner.
Then there are the Old
Boys. These new friends
may seem like enemies
during the first year, but
the friendship develops if
the Rat respects the Old Boy
and his leadership.
Transitions allow people
to move forward. Arriving
at WMA, forces many
young men to step ahead
to a new beginning which
they had not anticipated.
Yet one year within the system, the cadets find a new
beginning both personally
and academically.

*Fall offers days when cadet Miranda
can enjoy a break outside visiting with
others passingby on the quad (top left).
*C/2Lt. Litwin, cadets Taggert and
GilUian soak up the warm weather
during rare free time (top right). "'The
cannon crew fires off a round after
scoring during an afternoon football
game (bottom).
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Three
years
to learn,
practice,
return
to corps

The cadet's RAT, recruitat-training, year begins his
step toward a new beginning. During that year, he
receives instruction.
Working through the
minute details of daily life,
from how tocut one's hair to
shining one's leather shoes,
all has to be learned to meet
the corps's standards.
Each RAT has the
resonpsibility to learn the
rules and regulations. Yet it
is the responsibility of the
Old Boys to teach the RATs
The cadet's second year
becomes the year when all
the lessons should have been
learned. He begins to internalize the rules and regula-

tions and starts to teach what
he has now learned.
Rank becomes more important, making Wentworth Honor Society, improving one's grades, and
maintaining one's deportment show how the cadet
has taken the steps to a new
beginning.
During that second year,
the commandant's staff, the
academic staff, and the administrative staff begin to
see which cadets have
learned the system and will
be able to move into officer
positions.
In the third year at WM A,
the cadet who has exhibited
an understanding of the

rules and regulations and
who can work with the
RATs and his peers in a positive manner give back to the
system as officers.
The third year provides a
cadet with the understanding of how well he has internalized the system. He is
aware of the changes he has
undergone and operates in
his position with confidence.
Cadets who continue
their WMA experience into
the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh or even eighth year are
those known as lifers. They
continue on within the system they have learned. They
continue togive back to the
corps of cadets.

*Rappelling practice can bring cadets
together. C/Lts.Lind and Edwards have
gone through cadet training exercises
for three years together (left). *Junior
high football player Taggert goes for
the touchdown (above).
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Step Ahead To A New Beginning...
* Cadets spend hours in
and out of the barracks.
They walk the campus
alone orivith friends. They
walk to and from classes.
Sometimes they stop and
visit with members of the
staff. The cadets often
find life at WMA running
at a fast pace in the classroom or in the company .
A walk out on campus
may be the only escape or
the only opportunity for
solitude..
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Battallion Staff:

Responsible for espirit de corps
Taking the responsibility for the
corps of cadets is the battallion
staff's job. Such responsibility
means working to keep each cadet
within the rules and regulations of
the battallion while maintaining the
espirit d e corps necessary to keep
the corps working as a cohesive
unit.
Such an effort is no easy task
since the corps's structure changes
each year by the enrollment. Even
though the cadet officers are selected the previous year, the structure of the corps is not finalized
until enrollment is completed in
the fall and the officers are sworn
in.
Each officer in battalion staff
has his own duty because no one
person can run the entire battalion.
The typical battalion staff is made
u p of eight cadets.
The highest rank is battalion
staff is LTC Mike Herman, that his
jod is to delegate duties and advise
the company commanders. And
also he is at the top of the chain of
command for the corps.
Assisting the battalion commander is MAJ Nate Munso. His
job is similar to LTC Herman's but
he works with the executive officers from each company. In the

8~Battalion Staff

absence of battalion commander,
he must assume the duties.
S-l, adjutant, this year is cadet
Mike Parker, and his duty is to
make all the remarks and mark all
the points for ceremonies and parades.
S-2,intelligence officer,is responsible for weapons and working with the military department
setting u p schedules for drills and
parades. John Kleeman is the S-2
for the battalion this year.
Chris Brisco is serving as S-3
which is the position responsible
for accountability for the officers as
well as the entire corps. He also
prepares the OC books and paper

work for the commandant's office.
S-4 is supply and logistics and
is the position held by Shane
Edwards. The duties for the S-4
include running the mess hall, the
battalion armory, and assist the
medical officer.
The final full position on battalion staff is that of S-5. This job is the
public information job and is also
being handled by Briscoe.
Besides these primary positions
in battalion staff, there are also a
group of assistants which is necessary to carry out all the duties.
One assistant position which
has been filled by Jacobo Sherman
is that of the medical officer. He is
responsible for making sure cadets
report to the health center for daily
medications or for doctors appointments.
Being responsible for the corps
is not a light duty, but the corps
responds to the leadership of the
battalion staff. The morale and
discipline of the corps depends on
the cadet officers.
Battalion Staff M. Parker, J.
Kleeman, N. Munso, M. Herman, C.
Boswell, S. Edwards, C. Briscoe, and
M. Williams (below).

I
*For each assembly , the staff marches in lead by the adjutant M. Parker (top
left). *During API, ]. Kleeman inspected the progress of the cadets in Charlie
Co. (top right). *XO N. Munso always works closely with the guys as did D.
Villarreal even during CQs (bottom left). *BC M.. Herman always kept his
cool, calm appearance wherever he ivas and doing whatever he had to do to
keep the corps straighHbottom center). *Even if the formation was in PTs, M.
Herman and /. Kleeman keep their eyes on the corps (bottom right).
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Political action is not ignoredat WMA.
The JUCO cadets prepared a mock
voting booth on election day.
Faculty assistance is always available
and Cadet Pressley required some from
Chemistry teacher MAJ Reilly.

Cadet Sgt. Stephen files makes a phone
call after hours.
Cadet Dixon performing marchingdetail with Alpha Company.
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Alpha Company

Alpha variety leads to lessons in diversity
Dear Alpha:
Reveille!!! What a year it
has been down in East
Barracor was it East
Crenshaw? If there was ever
a group of different kinds of
people assembled together,
Alpha Co. had to be it. What
began as Alpha and Bravo
Companies was forced to
come together as one and
form the largest, most diverse company in the Corps.
Where
else
could
Americans,Canadians,
Mexicans, Saudi Arabians,
football players, basketball
players, and a few baseball
players come together to
accomplish certain goals
and make such good friends.

We all managed to "put us
with each other," work with
one another, and shine when
it counted; and sometimes
when it didn't: AFI.
I don't have room to write
about everything that happened this year, but there
are a few things that I'm sure
no one will forget like a certain !SG getting tied up and

thrown into the shower. Or
how about Duwell, who had
more military equipment
than the military supply
room- need a smoke grenade? Remember the tornado drills when we spent
half the night in the basement, or when I learned my
lesson about throwing the
mail out. No one can forget
the two cadets that...shared
the same brain cell? Who
could forget Elman, who I
think is still looking at the
bonfire, or Allen, whom we
still can't figure out why he
came here. And thanks to
the Mexicans, we can cuss
each other out in Spanish.

And, of course, we all owe a
lot to LTC Cody.
Well, it's been a hell of a
year, but I think we all
learned from each other and
made some lifelong friends.
Thanks for the fun and the
learning experience. Good
luck to all of you in the future.
Later (Hasta),
c/CPT Richard L. Holley

*Alpha: (row DRuanova, Rodriquez, Gold, Wargo, Holley, Guidon J. Martinez, Gourlay, McGuire, Washington, and Holmstrom ; (row 2) Tu, Rish, DeSar
Villa nova, B. Smith, Gipson, Stone, Humphrey, and Al-Athriri; (row 3) Julian, Weigle, Wand, J. Weaver,Agate,McClatchey, H. Stephens, L. Holmes, and
Pressley; (row 4) J. Lopez, A. Guerra, Holman, Allen, Fuggett, Hudson, Cadena, and Jiles; (row 5) M. Gomez, Duwel, K. Rutherford, Stimpson, Moenster,
Williams, Rybak, Roberson, M. Taylor, and Elman.
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*While most cadets march to class, day students
drive to campus, park, and head off to class . S.
Smart catches a ride from S. Meinershagen (top left).
*Day students represent WMA in classes and in
athletics. D. Wilson(#25), S. Meinershagen (#55),
and M. Kitchell (#5) defned the basket in a JC
freshman game (lower left). ^Several day students
frequented the iveight room in order to keep in shape
for football (upper right). ^Picture Day puts B.
Fahrmeier into the spotlight (lower right).
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*Bravo: (row 1) Bazin, Ray, Smart, Guideon Rhodes, Smock, Skelton, and Quinn; (row 2) Kitchell, Orf, D. Lewis, L. Brooks, Rodekohr, Summers, and Frerking;
(row 3) Stanfield, Youman, Wilson, Palmentere, Ozias, James, and Davis; (row 4) Self, D. Long, Proffitt, Kanoy,Fahrmeier, Clevenger, Jennings, and
Meinershagen.

Bravo Company

Day students define new company
Bravo Company,
Well, everyone you made
it through this year. This
year has been chopped full
of changes and turmoil with
the formation of our company. You have put up with
a lot of talk against you and
your company. I would like
to thank the ones that were
cooperative with everything
that went on.
You all started as civilians, with civilian jobs and
clothing, then you were instantly m a d e into cadets
with the change of uniform.
You had no idea of what
laid ahead of you until the
spring semester started and

and they formed the extraordinary company of day cadets and a few boarding staff
members. Most of you gave
something to help the company, and some gave everything to improve the image
of this rookie organization.
But when we had a game to
play, you showed u p to bat

for the most part.
I wish you all better luck
in the future and hope that
everything we did here was
not of total waste. You all
must remember that in the
job market things work like
the corps of cadets, no one
says T ' and succeeds. You
will always need to think of
others whenever you make
a decision, so follow your
will and make the best of
tomorrow.
Move out and draw fire,
c/CPT Smock
Bravo Company
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Charlie Company

Traditions need to be maintained to keep image
Charlie Mad Dogs,
The end of the year is here
and we are on our way to
our individual homes for the
summer. Some of us are not
going to come back. Some
of us will come back.
As we leave, we may
think nothing of what we
might lose. Yet the Charlie
Image that we have maintained for numerous years
will still be within ourselves.
You might think back of
all the nights we were pulled
together by stuff like the
strobe light and wonder
what it really did for us.
What it did was teach us
company unity, discipline,
and pride for our unit.

Although we struggled
and lost a few men like our
XO, we worked through it
and accomplished our big
goal—the Basore Award.
At the beginning of the
year, we established the
Charlie Image. We soon had
guys move out because they
couldn't
handle
the
company's system.

Then there was the loss
of students who disenrolled
from the school, not just
from Charlie. They chose to
follow other rules.
Of course, even our officers had their share of trouble,
but we proved that we were
right and they were all
wrong. We were able to
hold the company together
and still meet our big goalthe Basore Award.
People thought that
Charlie was only about discipline and being strict, yet
we were the only company
in the 113th corps that was
organized enough to party
on campus with O'Douls
around CPT Gipe.

Listen up and listen carefully. This is the time for
you guys to keep the traditions going. It is your responsibility to train the new
POCs. Teach them well and
don't forget that you were
there once.
As I leave, I know that I
leave the traditions in good
hands. I have tried to teach
what I was taught and I
know that you will maintain the Charlie Image that
is now entrusted to you.
Good luck in life to each
of you. Never forget that
Charlie kicks ass!
c/CPT David Villarreal

*Charlie: GuidonHueschen,(rowl)SFCHutchinson,Maldonado,Hinds, Wheat,D. Villarreal, Lind,Lacombe,and Spencer;(row2)S. Villarreal,Levenson,
Ahdallah, Mendosa, A. Garcia, M. Alderete, }. Knapp, Koch, Mokhanov, and ]. Garcia; (row 2) Montgomery, Kim, Manning, Anzar, A. Futo, Aguirre
Sandoval, Benetiz, and Carrera; (row 4) Cornejo, Krouse, Kazan, Easton, Marshall, Cassity, Perales, A. Martinez, A. Rutherford, and Taylor; and (r
Ice, McClain, Crilto, F. Castenada, Stowe, R. Martinez, Funari, Caswell, and Dejonge.
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*C/2Lt. Hinds takes charge of the company during a formation before a junior college football game (above).
*Charlie XO Mark is caught with his
childhood snapshots in the barracks
(far left). *DRC becomes a time for
friends to visit as S.Hueschen, D.
Villarreal, and M. Wheat know.
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